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Figure S1. Temperature dependence of the χT product at 1000 Oe for 1-Y (green) and 2-
Y (black) (with χ being the molar susceptibility per cubane complex defined as M/H). 
Solid lines represent the fitted curves using the spin Hamiltonian described below. 

 
Scheme S1. The interactions between MnIII and/or MnIV centers are described by two 
exchange interactions, J and J’. The spin Hamiltonian describes the isotropic exchange 
interactions where Ŝ1 = 2 and Ŝ2 = Ŝ3 = 3/2 for 2-Y and Ŝ1 =Ŝ2 = Ŝ3 = 3/2 for 1-Y. 

The field dependence (up to 7 T) of the magnetization of all four complexes 
in the temperature range of 1.8-7 K were also measured and are shown in Figures 
3. The clear saturation of the magnetization of 1-Y suggests the absence of 
significant magnetic anisotropy confirming that all three Mn ions have a 4+ 
oxidation state. The magnetization at 1.8 K saturates above 5.5 T at 8.5 µB which is 
lower than the other tri-nuclear MnIV complexes. This value also confirms the 
weak anti-ferromagnetic interaction between two MnIV centers (J') obtained from 
the spin Hamiltonian equation.  

The magnetization of the other three complexes increased quickly below 1T 
and then slowly augments to reach a maximum value of 17.13, 13.62 and 8.57 at 
1.8 K and 7 T for complexes 1-Dy, 2-Dy and 2-Y, respectively, without any 
saturation. There is also non-superposition of the curves measured at different 
temperature in the M vs. H/T data. It is indicative of the strong magnetic anisotropy 
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that may result from the Jahn-Teller distortion of MnIII ions and/or the strong spin-
orbital coupling of DyIII. 

 
 

 
Figure S2. Field dependence of the out-of-phase magnetic susceptibility (χ") of 1-Dy in 
variable applied fields from 200 to 1800 Oe. 
 

 
Figure S3. Temperature dependence of the out-of-phase (χ”) ac susceptibility of 1-Dy 
from (0.1 Hz to 1500 Hz) under an applied dc field of 800 Oe.  
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Figure S4. Relaxation time of the magnetization ln(τ) vs. T-1 of 1-Dy (Arrhenius Plot 
using ac data with 800 Oe dc field). The solid line corresponds to the fit.  
 

 
Figure S5. Field dependence of the out-of-phase magnetic susceptibility (χ") of 2-Dy in 
variable applied fields from200 to 3200 Oe. 
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Figure S6. Temperature dependence of the out-of-phase (χ”) ac susceptibility of 2-Dy 
from (0.1 Hz to 1500 Hz) with the dc field of 2400 Oe.  
 
Crystallographic	Information	
	
CCDC	1009103-1009105 contain	the	supplementary	crystallographic	data	for	this	
paper.	These	data	can	be	obtained	free	of	charge	from	The	Cambridge	
Crystallographic	Data	Centre	via	www.ccdc.cam.ac.uk/data_request/cif. 
	
Table	S1.	Crystal	and	refinement	data.	
	 1-Dy	 2-Dy	 2-Y	

empirical	
formula	

C75.91H76DyF2.72M
n3N10O19.72S0.91Cl

0.09	

C82.27H85.81DyMn3
N8.73O17	

C69.53H63.59Mn3N7.
47O15Y	

formula	wt	 1855.27	 1796.18	 1497.53	
T	(K)	 100	 100	 100	
a,	Å	 12.9907(4)	 17.8964(6)	 15.2019(9)	
b,	Å	 15.0019(5)	 16.8161(5)	 15.2276(9)	
c,	Å	 19.8859(7)	 27.7199(9)	 16.696(1)	
α,	deg	 84.540(2)	 90	 74.449(2)	
β,	deg	 82.216(2)	 108.061(2)	 74.510(2)	
γ,	deg	 87.575(2)	 90	 66.594(2)	
V,	Å3	 3820.6(2)	 7931.2(4)	 3360.3(3)	
Z	 2	 4	 2	

cryst	syst	 Triclinic	 Monoclinic	 Triclinic	
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space	group	 P-1	 P2(1)/n	 P-1	
dcalcd,	g/cm3	 1.613	 1.504	 1.480	
θ	range,	deg	 1.04-41.29	 1.70-27.59	 1.48-30.77	
μ,	mm-1	 1.565	 1.472	 1.478	

abs	cor	
Semi-empirical	

from	
equivalents	

Semi-empirical	
from	

equivalents	

Semi-empirical	
from	

equivalents	
GOFc	 1.070	 1.026	 1.026	

R1,a	wR2b	(I	>	
2σ(I))	 0.0434,	0.0978	 0.0276,	0.0732	 0.0704,	0.1774	

	
a	R1	=	Σ||Fo|-|Fc||	/	Σ|Fo|					b	wR2	=	{	Σ	[w(Fo2-Fc2)2]	/	Σ	[w(Fo2)2]	}1/2					c	GOF	=	S	=	{	
Σ	[w(Fo2-Fc2)2]	/	(n-p)	}1/2	
	
Refinement	Details	

Crystals	were	mounted	 on	 a	 glass	 fiber	 or	 a	 nylon	 loop	using	Paratone	 oil,	
then	placed	on	the	diffractometer	under	a	nitrogen	stream.	Low	temperature	(100	
K)	 X-ray	 data	were	 obtained	 on	 a	 Bruker	APEXII	 CCD	diffractometer	 or	 a	 SMART	
1000	CCD	diffractometer.	Refinement	of	F2	against	ALL	reflections.	The	weighted	R-
factor	(wR)	and	goodness	of	 fit	(S)	are	based	on	F2,	conventional	R-factors	(R)	are	
based	on	F,	with	F	set	to	zero	for	negative	F2.	The	threshold	expression	of	F2	>	2σ(	
F2)	is	used	only	for	calculating	R-factors(gt)	etc.	and	is	not	relevant	to	the	choice	of	
reflections	for	refinement.	R-factors	based	on	F2	are	statistically	about	twice	as	large	
as	those	based	on	F,	and	R-factors	based	on	ALL	data	will	be	even	larger.	
	 All	 esds	 (except	 the	 esd	 in	 the	 dihedral	 angle	 between	 two	 l.s.	 planes)	 are	
estimated	 using	 the	 full	 covariance	 matrix.	 The	 cell	 esds	 are	 taken	 into	 account	
individually	 in	 the	 estimation	 of	 esds	 in	 distances,	 angles	 and	 torsion	 angles;	
correlations	between	esds	 in	cell	parameters	are	only	used	when	they	are	defined	
by	crystal	symmetry.	An	approximate	(isotropic)	 treatment	of	cell	esds	 is	used	 for	
estimating	esds	involving	l.s.	planes.	
	
Special	refinement	details	for	1-Dy	
The	compound	crystallizes	with	two	DMF	molecules	coordinated	to	the	Dy3+	center.	
One	 of	 the	 coordinated	 solvent	molecules	 is	 disordered	 and	was	modeled	 in	 two	
positions.	The	occupancies	were	refined	and	determined	to	be	85:15.		The	two	DMF	
molecules	 were	 also	 restrained	 using	 the	 SAME	 command.	 The	
trifluoromethanesulfonate	 anion	was	 also	 found	 to	 be	 disordered	with	 a	 chloride	
impurity,	 whose	 occupancies	 were	 refined	 to	 be	 91:9	
trifluoromethanesulfonate/chloride.	
	
Special	refinement	details	for	2-Dy	
The	asymmetric	unit	contains	two	solvent	molecules.	Both	solvent	molecules	were	
disordered	 and	 were	 modeled	 as	 DMF/diethyl	 ether	 molecules.	 The	 occupancies	
were	 refined	 and	 resulted	 in	 DMF/diethyl	 ether	 ratios	 of	 29:71	 and	 44:56.	 The	
thermal	 displacement	 parameters	 of	 two	 carbon	 atoms	 of	 the	 disordered	 diethyl	
ether	molecules	were	restrained	using	SIMU	and	RIGU	commands.		
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Special	refinement	details	for	2-Y	
The compound crystallizes with one DMF molecule coordinated to the Y3+ center. A 
second solvent molecule was located in the lattice that was modeled as a mixture of 
diethyl ether and DMF. The DMF molecule was fixed using DFIX constraints, and the 
thermal displacement parameters were restrained using EADP, SIMU, and RIGU 
commands. Refinement of the populations resulted in 53% occupancy of the diethyl 
ether.	
	
 


